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Tickets for events in New York are available for the following locations, dates and times. To sort the list, click on the column title. To find tickets to this place, date and time, click on the ticket link in this series. Our automotive experts choose every product we select. We can make money by linking up on this page. November 16, 2016 There's learning to drive and then have to learn
how to drive. Going on a long trip not only gives you time for yourself, it can tell you a lot about your car. You can learn a lot on a good road, says Michael Causeello. Listen to him explain how three forces come true: you, your steering wheel and the open road. Be kind to the car and it will be kind to you, he says. Click here to watch the rest of the series. This content is created
and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Advertising - Continue reading below Join the Conversation Download... YouTube/BMW It may be hard for some to believe, but the BMW 3-series has been around for 40 years. The first
generation, internally known as E21, first took to the streets in May 1975. Since then, a small BMW sports sedan has become a legend. This is widely seen as the industry's benchmark, a goal that every competitor seeks to shift. Surprisingly, this has almost always been the case for six generations. To celebrate this 40th anniversary, BMW has put together this short video, going
around the world to talk to 3-series enthusiasts of all types. To be fair, it's a bit cheesy-like as any automaker-produced fan video, it's essentially a seven-minute commercial, with all the schmaltz and overly sincere fandom you'd expect from a car company to talk effusively about themselves. It's easy enough to look past that though, and enjoy the best part of this video: watch as
the 3-series evolved. From its beginning as a small, upright successor to the legendary 2002, to today's rounder, larger, and largely more powerful sixth generation, many changed. Parked side by side, the unknowing observer probably think the 1975 320i and today's M3 were completely different views. In many ways, they are. But for many amateurs, the most important parts
shine through: the front engine, the rear-wheel-drive layout; A well-sorted chassis focus on driver involvement in a segment that too often tries to emulate big, boring luxury for the price of mid-management. Whether you love the 3-series, or you root for its competition to knock it off the pedestal, one thing is for sure: it's the car that helped define the modern sports sedan. This one
imported from YouTube. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. It's This. originally appeared on roadandtrack.com. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar
content on piano.io We can earn a commission from links on this page, but we only recommend products that we back. Why would we trust? Car crashes are the leading cause of death for U.S. teens. Keep your new driver safe with these tips from Good Housekeeping. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their
email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Advertising - Continue reading below Parenting Tips and New York Life Advice has always been called as a place that contradicts the rest of the country. Rough and arrogant, liberal and money grubbing, lawless and scared, crowded and crazy. Contradicts. Well, how is it for the
opposite? Set aside politics and instead consider the art of driving. Those in the heart love to drub New York drivers, but they are dead wrong. New York has the best drivers in the world. I'm serious. I moved to a big city 20 years ago from New Mexico thinking I could handle any neighborhood. In the end, I could have skillfully negotiated a backcountry track scratched toward the
desert butte, but the canyons of Manhattan presented a different kind of scrum. The one I was not good at. I parked my hand-held compartment in the corner of Brooklyn and put my feet and subway to use instead. (Still the best way around town is not so random.) But I love driving and I wasn't going to give up. The exceptions are New Yorkers - most of us came from somewhere
else where we got a driver's license as teenagers. Then we had to learn to drive again and again, but in the manner of this rough, arrogant, lawless and utterly fabulous city. NYC streets are crucible if you're willing to jump into the fire. It took years to discover their joys. (It's not something you need to drive to New York, but it's kudos to realize that you're up to the task.) I realized
that every dead-end artery is an opportunity to win, at least for a chance to outsmart taxi drivers and sneak forward by three lengths of the car. I'm thrilled at the glorious free for all that Westside Highway. I've learned to interpret their honking beats and engine-shooting rhythms where fast out-of-line starts and fearlessness are key. If you can drive in New York, you can drive
anywhere. Most importantly, I learned that I was sharing roads with many of the most capable and unflappable drivers you Anywhere. If you can drive in New York, you can drive anywhere. To do it here, you have to be the king of your car. You need to know the clearances of your car up to a millimeter, so you can skim skimmed thin gaps. (How cute, our mirrors just kissed!) Be so
sure to never hesitate, but also be aware of all the things around you - on your side and behind, especially. You must exist in a state of free flow of consciousness, mind clear, and allow your vehicle to become current in the water, sliding streaming past twice parked FedEx trucks, around gaping potholes and always, always, always avoiding the oblivion of pedestrians. Manhattan
is set out as a grid, easy to understand. But these streets on the one hand, dead straight - are explosions of bombastic bustle. Feeding the madness of yellow taxis and black livery SUVs, whose livelihoods like gasoline-fed sharks depend on never stopping. A panel of trucks and bicycle messengers that duel against each other, muscle against bravado. (In a clever book of quotes,
Taxi Driver Wisdom, one hack summed up the two-wheeled kamikaze this way: Bicycle messengers, they seek death.) There are harried Thai deliverymen riding tatty mopeds and annoying New Jersey commuters in their rented ML 350s and those damned MTA city buses, lumbering giants who take too much space and which most New Yorkers never, ever use. And these are
the only people who (probably) are licensed to use the streets. New York streets actually belong to pedestrians, imperious and impervious to pedestrian crossings and common sense. On foot, it is our right to step through any path, no matter how busy, and look offended by the sudden squeal of the brakes. (Giuliani's efforts to ticket jaywalkers was met with classic NYC
fuhgetaboutit contempt.) But what's really amazing about nyc motorists is that no one shares the same background. New York is a limited space in which we all learn to navigate together, from a Ghanaian taxi driver to a bike deliveryman from Shandong to the former Minnesota who garages his old Subaru in Washington Heights. Everyone speaks strange dialects, but there is a
general understanding and one golden rule: I merge into this space right now, and you will allow me. Otherwise, we crash. And it works. Unlike, say, Los Angeles, where the rule is to intentionally block someone who is trying to change lanes, New Yorkers automatically give in enough space to let you in. This is what keeps rivers flowing as well as they do. This is something that
the outside of the city does not understand, and the biggest mistake of a motorcycle race that you can do. When fifteen lanes merge in two, as they do on the bridge or the Lincoln Tunnel, you take turns merging. But any pause (or, God forbid, refusal to allow the next car or truck to its rightful place) will stifle the flow. When unknown with this rule, we will helpfully and Let them
know. Using the Horn is also an art. Please understand that Delhi delivery and Peruvians in a plumbing van have no problem with each other: They are worried about the rubbernecker from Teaneck, New in for a Broadway musical matinee. And it's not like city planners make it easy for us. We are dealing with a road network that is positively third world. Only in New York would you
place a massive plate of slick steel, in the winter, on a patch of potholed street and proclaim it a temporarily fixed, makeshift skid pad for the careless. Thus, it is a great place for automakers to discover any flaws in the production of their models, akin to the urban Nurburgring, where three blocks equal three miles. NYC's pitted and crater-ized infrastructure appears to be BMW
tires and bends oversized drives with impressive efficiency. There's a good reason that we'll go out of the way to welcome the aged but bulletproof Crown Vic taxi for the failed, sagging suspension of the newly converted Maxima.You can argue that this city theatre only prepares you for one type of driving, and I admit that a local resident who lives on the Amalfi Coast or near
Malholland will have the best handle on the twists. And I don't know of any Manhattan natives who are successful riders. But I exported my Big Apple lessons to Rome and Beijing and Sao Paulo, and these roads fazed me no. Skills translate. My fellow citizens, unfortunately, are not like the people of Detroit, Munich or Maranello. I wish they were, but it shouldn't be. These insane
motorists are rarely obsessed, hungry, understood or even loved the automotive world as drivers in other, softer places. But when it comes to playing millimeters, and a cold and fearless heart in the face of all this pompous, sonic fuss - you're just not going to beat a New Yorker. (Jason Harper, contributing editor of Roads and Track, has been testing and writing on cars for two
decades. His most terrifying drive was a rally race in the original Lancia 037, his first supercar driver was a Porsche Carrera GT, and the only time he received a speeding ticket was in the base Mini Cooper. His column, Harper's Bizarre, runs every Wednesday.) This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io lyft driver video new york. new york bus driver video
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